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We tabled a record

33
reports in Parliament   

We delivered 

92% 
of State government entity 
opinions within 90 days of 
financial year end 

Our highlights... 

We delivered a record

289
financial audit opinions and

252 certifications  

We took an  average of 

73 
days to issue State 
government entity financial 
audit opinions
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Financial auditing
This year we delivered 289 audit opinions and 252 certifications for State and local government entities.

Audit opinions issued 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

Annual Report on State Finances 1 1 1 1 1

Parliamentary departments 3 3 3 3 3

Government departments 45 46 31* 29 29

Statutory authorities 83 84 84 82 84

Local government entities na na 45 111 123

Universities and State training providers 9 9 9 9 9

Superannuation funds 2 2 2 2 2

Corporatised entities 13 13 13 12 14

Cemetery boards 7 4 4 4 2

Subsidiary entities 20 17 20 18 18

Request audits 4 4 5 4 4

Total 187 183 217 275 289

* Numbers reduced due to amalgamations from public sector reform.

Certifications issued 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

State government entities – statutory and other 28 32 30 29 21

State government entities – Royalties for Regions 235 201 166 117 99

Local government entities na na 5 17 132

Total 263 233 201 163 252

Table 18: Audit opinions and certifications issued for the past 5 years
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State government entities
We aim to deliver all audit opinions in time for entities to table annual reports within 90 days of the end of the financial year as required by the 
Financial Management Act 2006. This year we achieved 92%, due to a number of entities not being audit ready (Table 19). It took us an average of 73 
days to issue our financial audit opinions.

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

% 100 97.9 98.4 97.5 92

Table 19: Percentage of audit opinions issued to State government entities within 90 days of financial year end

Local government entities
During 2020-21, we were responsible for auditing 132 local government entity financial statements. We issued 123 audit opinions by 30 June: 122 for 
the 2019-20 financial year and 1 outstanding from the 2018-19 financial year. Sixty-five opinions, or 49%, were issued before the required date of 31 
December 2020. There are 10 audit opinions outstanding for the 2019-20 financial year which we will report to Parliament in an audit results report. 
Next year we will audit all 148 local government financial statements, bringing an end to the transition period stipulated in the Local Government 
Amendment (Auditing) Act 2017 as we continue the roll-in schedule for the remaining local government entities (Table 20).

There were a variety of reasons for delays in audit completion, including the late changes to the Local Government (Financial Management) 
Regulations 1996 (gazetted on 6 November 2020) which caused significant disruption to local government entities’ preparation of their financial 
statements and the audit process. Other factors included poor quality of financial reports that required numerous corrections, no analysis of new 
accounting standards by the end of financial year and staffing shortages. We are working to ensure future year audits run more seamlessly and we 
will continue to help the sector to improve this result.

Financial year Total LG entity audits Status 

2017-18 46 Reported to Parliament in March 2019

2018-19 112 Reported to Parliament in March 2020

2019-20 132 Reported to Parliament in June 2021 (page 86)

2020-21 148 Audits taking place during the second half of 2021, to be reported 2022.

Table 20: Financial audit roll-in schedule for local government entities
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Our reports tabled in 2020-21
During 2020-21, we tabled 33 reports in Parliament the largest number ever tabled by the OAG. We aim to deliver 
timely, relevant and quality assurance reports on public sector performance and accountability. These reports help 
us to achieve our vision and outcome of an informed Parliament and community, and work that makes a difference 
and helps to improve the public sector.

On the following pages is a brief summary of the reports tabled this year which are available on our website at  
www.audit.wa.gov.au/reports.

Website statistics provide an indication of the degree of public interest in our reports.

Report Total page views PDF downloads

Annual Report 2019-20 (24 September 2020) 2,905 539

Information Systems Audit Report (29 June 2017) 2,066 60

Audit Results Report – Annual 2019-20 Financial Audits of State Government Entities (11 November 2020) 2,022 741

Regulation and Support of the Local Government Sector (30 April 2021) 1,811 441

Grants Administration (28 January 2021) 1,559 409

Transparency Report: Current Status of WA Health’s COVID-19 Response Preparedness (24 September 2020) 1,557 347

Working with Children Checks – Managing Compliance (15 July 2020) 1,543 363

Western Australian Public Sector Audit Committees – Better Practice Guide (25 June 2020) 1,542 1,113

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in Education (17 August 2016) 1,399 51

Information Systems Audit Report 2020 – Local Government Entities (25 June 2020) 1,336 596

Table 21: Top 10 reports accessed from the OAG website 2020-21
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2020-21 reports

Working with Children Checks 
– Managing Compliance

 KPI category – Governance         

 Tabled – 15 July 2020

This audit assessed whether the WA 
Health system and the Departments of 
Education and Justice complied with their 
working with children obligations. We 
found all 3 entities understood the need 
for Working with Children Cards but none 
fully complied with their obligations or could 
not be sure that everyone who needed 
a card, had one. The report contains a 
number of recommendations to ensure 
entities manage their working with children 
obligations. These are relevant to all public 
sector entities who work with children.

Opinion on Ministerial 
Notification – Agriculture 
Digital Connectivity Report

 KPI category – Governance          

 Tabled – 30 July 2020

In this report the Auditor General found 
the decision by the Minister for Regional 
Development; Agriculture and Food; Ports 
to provide Parliament with a redacted 
version of the Study on Improvements 
in WA Agriculture Digital Connectivity 
Infrastructure report was reasonable and 
therefore appropriate. 

Waste Management – Service 
Delivery

 KPI category – Service delivery           

 Tabled – 20 August 2020

This audit assessed whether local 
government entities plan and deliver 
effective waste management services to 
their communities. We found kerbside 
waste collection at the local government 
level is largely effective but inadequate 
waste planning, including for waste 
infrastructure, and support for local 
government entities has limited the 
effectiveness of waste management and 
the State’s ability to meet its State Waste 
Strategy targets. The report contains 
recommendations to assist entities work 
towards achieving the targets.

Report 1 Report 2 Report 3
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2020-21 reports

Managing the Impact of Plant 
and Animal Pests: Follow-up

 KPI category – Economic development              

 Tabled – 31 August 2020

This audit assessed whether State 
government entities effectively addressed 
findings from our 2013 report. We found 
the Department of Primary Industries 
and Regional Development and the 
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation 
and Attractions had not addressed all 
findings. The entities had established 
a framework for collaborating on pest 
management and released a statewide 
plan that defines stakeholders’ roles and 
responsibilities; however, neither had been 
fully implemented or evaluated. 

Transparency Report: Current 
Status of WA Health’s COVID-19 
Response Preparedness

 KPI category – Service delivery                  

 Tabled – 24 September 2020

This limited assurance review provides 
information to Parliament and the public 
about the status of WA Health’s COVID-19 
response preparedness. WA Health stated 
that it is well prepared for a potential 
outbreak of COVID-19 and that surge 
planning and preparations have been made 
in the key areas of personal protective 
equipment, ventilated bed capacity and 
staffing. At the time of our audit, WA 
Health had also made good progress on 
developing outbreak plans and working 
more closely with various sectors, including 
aged care. An increased focus on testing 
and contact tracing capability is also 
evident.

Transparency Report: Major 
Projects

 KPI category – Economic development      

 Tabled – 29 October 2020

This limited assurance review provides 
information around the cost and time 
performance of 15 major State government 
projects. Of the 15 projects none publicly 
reported cost and time progress on a 
regular basis. However, all were being 
managed within their current approved 
funding. Detailed planning has resulted 
in increased funding for 3 projects and 
5 have had their funding reduced. The 
Departments of Treasury and Finance and 
Infrastructure WA supported, in principle, 
the report’s recommendation to work 
together to improve transparency through 
regular reporting to Parliament and the 
public on the cost, time and status of major 
projects.

Report 4 Report 5 Report 6
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2020-21 reports

Audit Results Report – Annual 
2019-20 Financial Audits of 
State Government Entities

 KPI category – Governance          

 Tabled – 11 November 2020

This report is the summary of the 2019-
20 financial year audits for 143 State 
government entities. We found most entities 
were performing satisfactorily in relation 
to their financial reporting and controls. 
However, 26% of the financial management 
control issues and 41% of the information 
system control weaknesses we reported to 
entities were unresolved issues from the 
previous year. All State government entity 
audit committees and management should 
consider the good practice and common 
issues presented in the report.

Regulating Minor Pollutants
 KPI category – Social and environment                  

 Tabled – 26 November 2020

This audit assessed if the Department 
of Water and Environmental Regulation 
and local government entities effectively 
regulate the unauthorised discharge 
of minor pollutants by businesses that 
do not require a licence. We found the 
Department is not effectively regulating 
and local government entities are not 
obligated to under the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986. The report includes 
several recommendations including for the 
Department to conduct a risk assessment 
of these businesses and to develop 
guidance to assist local government entities 
that choose to regulate in this area.

Western Australian Registry 
System – Application Controls 
Audit

 KPI category – Service delivery                  

 Tabled – 26 November 2020

This audit assessed if the Department 
of Justice had key controls in place to 
ensure the data held in its WA Registry 
System was complete, accurately captured, 
processed and maintained. The audit was 
originally conducted in 2018, but due to the 
significant system vulnerabilities found, the 
Auditor General delayed publicly tabling the 
report so as not to risk exposing the system 
to deliberate harm, instead reporting 
directly to parliamentary committees 
and the Minister in the first instance. The 
Department has since worked to address 
these weaknesses and we have verified 
key actions implemented. 

Report 7 Report 8 Report 9
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2020-21 reports

COVID-19: Status of WA Public 
Testing Systems

 KPI category – Service delivery                  

 Tabled – 9 December 2020

This limited assurance review assessed if 
WA Health effectively prepared to provide 
pathology testing during the COVID-19 
pandemic. We found that WA Health was 
preparing for a surge of around 20,000 
COVID-19 tests per day (to be delivered 
by public and private laboratories), the 
State’s PathWest laboratories had planned 
and prepared to meet surge needs and 
test processing times had improved. We 
also identified some unaddressed risks, 
including that PathWest did not have 
enough physical space to process tests in 
the event of a surge, especially at its Fiona 
Stanley Hospital laboratory. 

COVID-19 Relief Fund
 KPI category – Governance        

 Tabled – 21 December 2020

This audit assessed whether Lotterywest 
and the Department of Local Government, 
Sport and Cultural Industries implemented 
effective governance and assessment 
arrangements for phase 1 of the COVID-19 
Relief Fund. We found the governance 
arrangements were largely effective and 
application assessment, approval and 
payment arrangements were sound. The 
report contains recommendations to 
help Lotterywest strengthen its approach 
to managing future grants, including to 
improve its conflict of interest processes 
and recordkeeping practices. 

Grants Administration
 KPI category – Governance                 

 Tabled – 28 January 2021

This audit assessed if the sampled State 
government entities had sound grant 
administrative practices for various stages 
of the grant process, including awarding 
and approval of grants, monitoring of 
grant milestones, acquittal of grants and 
assessing the effectiveness of their grant 
programs. We found only 2 of the 8 entities 
displayed sound policies, practices and 
controls. 

Report 10 Report 11 Report 12
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2020-21 reports

Opinion on Ministerial 
Notification – Release of 
Schedule of Stumpage Rates

 KPI category – Governance      

 Tabled – 24 February 2021

In this report the Auditor General found a 
decision by the Minister for Forestry not to 
provide Parliament with all the information 
used to calculate payments to sharefarmers 
was reasonable and therefore appropriate. 
The nature of the question was very broad, 
and the information requested included 
all customer and contractor rates that are 
used to calculate these payments. It was 
reasonable and appropriate for the Minister 
not to provide these individualised pricing 
rates, as each arrangement is usually 
deemed commercial-in-confidence, and in 
recognition of the large number of individual 
contractors and customers involved.

Opinion on Ministerial 
Notification – Hotel Perth 
Campaign Reports

 KPI category – Governance      

 Tabled – 24 February 2021

In this report the Auditor General found the 
decision by the former Minister for Tourism 
not to provide Parliament with 5 post-
campaign performance reports in full and 
the number of people booking travel as a 
result of the Hotel Perth Campaign was not 
reasonable and therefore not appropriate. 
Some of the information was publicly 
known or not commercially sensitive and, 
in some cases, there was no obligation 
of confidence. The former Minister tabled 
redacted documents in Parliament however, 
the extent of redaction was not clear in the 
tabled documents. There were numerous 
undisclosed redactions, resulting in a 
higher implied level of completeness and 
transparency than was apparent from the 
tabled documents.

Opinions on Ministerial 
Notifications – Tax and Funding 
Information Relating to 
Racing and Wagering Western 
Australia

 KPI category – Governance              

 Tabled – 26 February 2021

In this report the Auditor General found 2 
decisions by the former Minister for Racing 
and Gaming not to provide Parliament 
with tax and funding information relating 
to Racing and Wagering WA was not 
reasonable and therefore not appropriate. 
This is because the information was not 
commercially sensitive and was later 
published.  

Report 13 Report 14 Report 15
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2020-21 reports

Application Controls Audits 
2021

 KPI category – Service delivery                   

 Tabled – 9 March 2021

This report summarises the results of our 
audit of 4 entities’ IT applications during 
2019-20. We found control weaknesses 
across all 4 business applications and 
reported 75 findings to the entities. Most 
related to poor information security, 
policies and procedures. Most of the issues 
are relatively simple and inexpensive to 
fix. Addressing these weaknesses is a 
key priority for these entities and it was 
pleasing to see that they have addressed, 
or are in the process of actively addressing, 
them.

Department of Communities’ 
Administration of Family and 
Domestic Violence Support 
Services

 KPI category – Social and environment                

 Tabled – 11 March 2021

This audit assessed if the Department 
effectively administers contracts for the 
provision of support services for people 
experiencing family and domestic violence. 
We found the Department generally 
administered service provider contracts well 
but lacked an overarching understanding 
of current demand for some services 
and how long people wait to access the 
services. The report includes a number of 
recommendations to assist the Department 
to strengthen the administration of support 
services and aspects its of contract 
management. 

Regulation of Consumer Food 
Safety by the Department of 
Health

 KPI category – Economic development              

 Tabled – 1 April 2021

This audit assessed if the Department 
effectively regulates consumer food safety 
in food businesses. It follows our June 2020 
report on regulation by local government 
entities and focuses on the Department’s 
inspection and enforcement processes, 
support to local government entities and 
monitoring and reporting of regulation 
activities. We found the Department could 
improve in all 3 areas. 

Report 16 Report 17 Report 18
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2020-21 reports

Opinion on Ministerial 
Notification – Bennett Brook 
Disability Justice Centre

 KPI category – Governance               

 Tabled – 8 April 2021

In this report the Acting Auditor General 
found the decision by the former Minister 
for Disability Services not to provide 
Parliament with information about offences 
each resident of the Bennett Brook 
Disability Justice Centre is alleged to have 
committed was reasonable and therefore 
appropriate. The information requested 
is confidential under the Declared Places 
(Mentally Impaired Accused) Act 2015.

Opinions on Ministerial 
Notifications – Policing 
Information

 KPI category – Governance        

 Tabled – 28 April 2021

In this report the Auditor General found 
decisions by the former Minister for Police 
not to provide Parliament with information 
about 3 different policing matters was 
reasonable and therefore appropriate. 
The requested information related to 
mobile phone offences, Kimberley liquor 
restrictions and an assessment of crime 
trends based on prejudice. 

Regulation and Support of the 
Local Government Sector

 KPI category – Service delivery              

 Tabled – 30 April 2021

This audit assessed whether the 
Department of Local Government, Sport 
and Cultural Industries effectively regulates 
and supports the local government 
sector. We found the Department is not 
and that its regulation is becoming more 
reactive and less focused on prevention, 
whereas early intervention helps to prevent 
breakdowns in governance and helps build 
capability in the sector. The report contains 
recommendations to assist the Department 
to establish a more effective regulatory 
framework and help it target resources to 
areas of greatest risk and impact.

Report 19 Report 20 Report 21
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2020-21 reports

Opinion on Ministerial 
Notification – Hospital Facilities 
Services

 KPI category – Governance                

 Tabled – 6 May 2021

In this report the Auditor General found 
a decision by the Minister for Health 
not to provide Parliament with the cost 
of returning 15 of 21 services, under a 
facilities management agreement with 
Serco at Fiona Stanley Hospital, to 
the public sector was reasonable and 
therefore appropriate. This is because 
the information is considered Cabinet-in-
confidence. An opinion was not required 
regarding the 6 remaining services as this 
costing information did not exist at the time. 

Local Government General 
Computer Controls

 KPI category – Governance         

 Tabled – 12 May 2021

This report looked at general computer 
controls across 50 local government 
entities and found 328 weaknesses. 
These weaknesses can compromise the 
confidentiality, integrity and availability of 
entities’ information systems. All entities, 
not just those audited, need to act on the 
findings and recommendations of this 
report. 

Opinion on Ministerial 
Notification – DPIRD Capability 
Review

 KPI category – Governance       

 Tabled – 18 May 2021

In this report the Auditor General found 
a decision by the Minister for Regional 
Development and Agriculture and Food not 
to provide Parliament will a full version of 
the Department of Primary Industries and 
Regional Development’s Capability Review 
was reasonable and therefore appropriate. 
This is because the redacted information is 
considered Cabinet-in-confidence. 

Report 22 Report 23 Report 24
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2020-21 reports

Delivering Essential Services 
to Remote Aboriginal 
Communities – Follow-up

 KPI category – Service delivery                

 Tabled – 2 June 2021

This audit assessed the progress made by 
the Department of Communities towards 
effectively meeting its responsibilities 
to deliver services to remote Aboriginal 
communities since our 2015 report. 
We found the Department had made 
some progress on all 6 of the 2015 
recommendations. Power and water 
supplies were more reliable and wastewater 
services were more consistently monitored 
than in 2015. However, 37 communities 
remained at risk of unsafe water. 

Audit Results Report – 2020 
Financial Audits of Universities 
and TAFEs

 KPI category – Governance         

 Tabled – 2 June 2021

This report summarises the results of 
the annual financial audits of Western 
Australia’s 4 public universities, their 
subsidiaries and the 5 TAFEs. All received 
clear audit opinions for their financial 
statements, controls and key performance 
indicators. However, we identified 38 
financial and management control 
weaknesses and 103 information systems 
control weaknesses, with 26% and 42% 
unresolved from last year respectively. The 
report also shows the financial impact of 
COVID-19 on the sector and some of the 
measures taken by entities in response. 

Opinion on Ministerial 
Notification – Port Agreements

 KPI category – Governance          

 Tabled – 11 June 2021

In this report the Auditor General found 
a decision by the former Minister for 
Ports to provide Parliament with redacted 
copies of agreements between Cliffs 
Asia Pacific Iron Ore and Southern Ports 
Authority was, on balance, reasonable and 
therefore appropriate. While the majority 
of redactions were reasonable, there were 
instances where the redacted information 
was already available in public sources 
or was inconsistently redacted between 
the documents. Entities should take care 
in redacting information to be provided to 
Parliament, to ensure that Government can 
be as transparent as possible. 

Report 25 Report 26 Report 27
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2020-21 reports

Western Australian Public 
Sector Financial Statements – 
Better Practice Guide

 KPI category – Governance                

 Tabled – 14 June 2021

This stand-alone guide provides better 
practice principles and guidance to WA 
public sector officers with responsibility 
for preparing and overseeing financial 
statements. It supports entities in a 
practical sense to implement sound 
financial reporting arrangements to fulfill 
statutory obligations. The guide includes 
a toolkit with useful resources for all State 
and local government entities. 

Information Systems 
Audit Report 2021 – State 
Government Entities

 KPI category – Governance         

 Tabled – 16 June 2021

This was the Auditor General’s 13th 
separate report on State government 
entities’ general computer controls. 
Compared to last year, entities have 
improved their controls in 4 of 6 categories, 
but information security remains an area 
of significant concern. The report includes 
a summary of common weaknesses found 
relating to remote access controls. All 
public sector entities should consider the 
recommendations and case studies in the 
report to see how they can be applied to 
their operations. 

Audit Results Report – Annual 
2019-20 Financial Audits of 
Local Government Entities

 KPI category – Governance         

 Tabled – 16 June 2021

This report summarises the third year of 
our 4 year transition into local government 
financial auditing. It includes the results of 
117 local government entities for 2019-20, 
all but 1 of which received a clear audit 
opinion. However, the audits identified 704 
financial management control weaknesses 
and 328 information systems control 
weaknesses, and we reported 101 material 
matters of non-compliance. The report also 
details issues with audit delays, the impact 
of COVID-19 on local government entities 
and the need for the Department to provide 
centralised support. 

Report 28 Report 29 Report 30
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2020-21 reports

Improving Prisoner Literacy 
and Numeracy

 KPI category – Social and environment          

 Tabled – 23 June 2021

This audit assessed how effectively the 
Department of Justice addresses the 
literacy and numeracy needs of adult 
prisoners. We found prisoner needs are 
identified effectively and the Department 
creates and delivers education to 
meet these needs. However, there are 
opportunities for the Department to improve 
how it measures the impact of, and to 
encourage greater participation in, its 
education courses.  

Disclaimer of Opinion on 
Ministerial Notification – 
Bushfire Centre of Excellence

 KPI category – Governance                

 Tabled – 23 June 2021

In this report the Auditor General provided 
a rare disclaimer of opinion. The Auditor 
General was unable to provide an opinion 
on the former Minister for Emergency 
Services; Corrective Services’ decision not 
to provide information to Parliament due to 
refusal by the Minister’s office to provide 
access to the unredacted document on 
which to form an opinion.

Temporary Abbreviated 
State Procurement Control 
Requirements

 KPI category – Governance         

 Tabled – 30 June 2021

This audit assessed if 25 State government 
entities were appropriately applying 
temporary abbreviated procurement 
requirements put in place in response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. We found 19 
entities chose to apply the changes and all 
did so correctly and 6 chose not to apply 
the changes. However, 58% of entities had 
deficiencies in their general procurement 
practices such as staff not completing 
conflict of interest declarations. 

Report 31 Report 32 Report 33
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Our outcome is work that makes a difference and helps to improve the public sector. Positive change to government activity and practice is a reflection 
that our work is having an impact and of our progress in meeting our outcome.

Some examples announced or implemented this year, where our work has informed, influenced or directly resulted in change include:

Making a difference – audit impact

Waste Management – Service 
Delivery (2020) 
Since tabling the report in August 2020, 
the Waste Authority and the Department 
of Water and Environmental Regulation 
have already completed a number of our 
audit recommendations. This includes 
supporting local government entities 
to improve the accuracy of their waste 
and recycling data and establishing a 
new requirement (as well as providing 
support) for local government entities to 
prepare a standardised waste plan. 

Regulation and Support of 
the Local Government Sector 
(2020) 
In Parliament on 13 May 2021, the 
Minister for Local Government agreed 
with the report’s recommendations 
and advised he was focused on 
reforming the sector and had 
already began engaging with local 
government entities to do so.  

Working with Children Checks 
– Managing Compliance 
(2020) 
The Director General of the 
Department of Health has advised the 
Department has undertaken a review 
of the WA health system Working 
with Children Policy, systems and 
procedures following our audit and 
has identified 27 recommendations to 
facilitate improvements. 

Information systems audits 
For over 13 years the Auditor General 
has reported to Parliament on public 
sector information systems, including 
issues of cyber security. The Office 
of Digital Government has released a 
guidance paper to bolster the maturity of 
cyber security in State Government and 
has acknowledged our audit findings in 
this area. 
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Recognition for our annual report 
This year we were proud to receive significant recognition for our Annual Report 2019-2020 
at the W.S Lonnie Awards. 

We were awarded the gold award for our category as well as the overall award for best 
annual report of the year. 

The judges commented it was “a very polished report with ample discussion of both the 
meeting of set goals and an explanation as to why some areas were not met. It provided  
a very clear explanation of performance, KPIs and improvement options. The report has  
a very professional feel, good graphics and at a glance  
information at the beginning of each section”.

The report was themed around our celebration of 190 years  
of the Auditor General in Western Australia as well as the 
impact of COVID-19 on our people and operations. We are  
pleased to be at the forefront of transparent reporting to  
Parliament and the Western Australian community.  

Figure 15: Recently retired Assistant 
Auditor General Business Services, 
Sadie Godfrey, receives our gold 
award from the Honourable Kim 
Beazley AC, Governor of Western 
Australia

Figure 16: Auditor General Caroline Spencer with 
Deputy Audit General Sandra Labuschagne and 
members of the Business Services business unit at 
the W.S Lonnie Awards
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Ultimately this new pillar is still about our products, 
but it encourages us to go a step above and focus on 
the purpose of our work to help improve public sector 
performance. We will complete high quality audits 
and deliver credible reports that will give Parliament, 
entities and the public confidence in our findings and 
recommendations. All business areas are responsible for 
contributing to this part of our strategic plan and each will 
develop operational plans to support it. 

Delivering 
results 

Our products    Delivering results 

Introducing our
Strategic Plan 2021-2025 
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What is our objective?

deliver credible, independent assurance 
reporting and advice, that helps 
improve public sector performance and 
accountability

What we do

undertake timely high-quality, fair and  
balanced and transparent audits that are 
compliant with professional standards 
and deliver value for taxpayers

How will we do it better?

maintain a pragmatic and independent 
mindset that takes advantage of our   
multi-jurisdictional context

maintain compliant audit methodologies 
that enhance audit impact and integrity

maintain and enhance audit 
methodologies to comply with new 
standards

safeguard and promote OAG’s 
independence, credibility and impartiality

share knowledge and expertise within the 
OAG, across the public sector and the 
audit profession

target audit activity to statutory obligations 
and key public sector exposures

What does success look like?

improved public sector financial 
management, performance and 
accountability

improved awareness of what good 
governance looks like

productive relationships with external 
stakeholders

Delivering results 
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